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Abstract. Symbolic execution is a ﬂexible and powerful, but computationally expensive technique to detect dynamic behaviors of a program.
In this paper, we present a context-sensitive relevancy analysis algorithm
based on weighted pushdown model checking, which pinpoints memory
locations in the program where symbolic values can ﬂow into. This information is then utilized by a code instrumenter to transform only relevant parts of the program with symbolic constructs, to help improve the
eﬃciency of symbolic execution of Java programs. Our technique is evaluated on a generalized symbolic execution engine that is developed upon
Java Path Finder with checking safety properties of Java applications.
Our experiments indicate that this technique can eﬀectively improve the
performance of the symbolic execution engine with respect to the approach that blindly instruments the whole program.

1

Introduction

A recent trend of model checking is to combine with the power of dynamic execution, such as simulation and constraint solving. Remarkable progress on both
hardware and eﬃcient decision procedures, such as Presburger arithmetic, satisﬁability check on various logic, equality with uninterpreted function symbols,
and various constraint solving, has made such a combination of model checking and oﬀ-the-shelf decision procedures more practical. For instance, symbolic
execution [1], a classic technique for test-input generation, has been integrated
into such model checking frameworks, including Bogor/Kiasan [2] and various
extensions of Java Path Finder (JPF) [3,4]. JPF has been combined with decision procedures such as ﬁrst-order provers CVClite and Simplify, the SMT solver
Yices, the Presburger arithmetic constraint solver OMEGA, and the constraint
solver STP on bit-vectors and arrays, for correctness checking and automated
test-input generation. Symbolic execution interprets the program over symbolic
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0. public class Limit{
1. int v = 0;
2. Limit (int x){this.v = x;}
3. int GetL(){return this.v;}
4. int IncL(int t) {return this.v + t;}
5. String CutExcess(String s){
6. if (s.length() > v)
7.
return s.substring(0, v);
8. else return s;
9. }
10.}
11. public class Driver{
12. public static void main(String[] args){
13.
String s = Symbolic.string();
14.
int i = 7;
15.
Limit limit = new Limit(i);
16.
limit.IncL(i);
17.
s = limit.CutExcess(s);
18. }
19. }
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public class Limit implements Symbolic{
int v = 0;
Limit (int x){this.v = x;}
int GetL(){return this.v;}
int IncL(int t) {return this.v + t;}
String CutExcess(String s) {
CutExcess(StringExpr.
return
constant(s)). getValue();
}
CutExcess(StringExpr s){
StringExpr
if (Symbolic. GT(s. length(), v))
return s. substring(Symbolic.IntConstant(0),
Symbolic.IntConstant(v));
else return s;
}
}
public class Driver{
main(String args[]){
public static void
StringExpr s = new Symbolic.string();
int i = 7;
Limit limit = new Limit(i);
limit.IncL(i);
s = limit. CutExcess(s);
}
public static void main(String args[]){
main(args);
}
}

Fig. 1. A Java Example for Code Instrumentation of Symbolic Execution

values and allows model checking to reason variables with inﬁnite data domain.
Though such exhaustive checking is very powerful, it is computationally expensive. Further sophistication is needed to make it scale to industrial size software
applications.
Fig. 1 shows an example of code instrumentation from the Java code fragment
(the left-hand side) into its symbolic counterpart (the right-hand side) for symbolic execution. In the Driver class, the String s is designated as symbolic (by
the assignment of Symbolic.string() to s). The methods of IncL(), GetL(), and
the constructor Limit (int x) of the class Limit does not need a symbolic version
as no symbolic values ever ﬂow into these methods. However, in the symbolic
execution of Java programs, most of existing approaches transform the entire
program with regarding all program entities as symbolic. Blind instrumentation
will incur unnecessary runtime overhead on symbolic execution along with the
extra time required to instrument the entire program. Therefore, some program
analysis is expected to help identify the part of program entities that are subject
to symbolic execution at run-time.
This paper makes the following primary contributions:
– We present an interprocedural relevancy analysis (RA), formalized and implmented as weighted pushdown model checking [5] with PER-based abstraction [6]. Our RA is context-sensitive, ﬁeld-sensitive, and ﬂow-insensitive, and
conservatively detects the set of memory locations (i.e., program variables of
various kinds) where symbolic values can ﬂow into. Then the instrumenter
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can use this information to instrument only the relevant parts of the program
with symbolic constructs, thereby improving the performance of symbolic
execution and code instrumentation itself.
– We perform experiments on the generalized symbolic execution engine [3],
which is developed upon JPF, for checking safety properties on three Java
applications. Relevancy analysis is used as the preprocessing step to detect
program variables that may store symbolic values at run-time. Only these
portions of the applications are later transformed using a code instrumenter.
Experimental results indicate that our technique can eﬀectively improve the
performance of the symbolic execution engine with respect to the approach
that blindly instruments the whole program.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the relevancy analysis
based on weighted pushdown model checking techniques is presented. In Section
3 we describe in detail how Java programs are abstracted and modelled for
relevancy analysis. Experimental results are presented and discussed in Section
4, and related work is surveyed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper with
a description of our future work.

2
2.1

Context-Sensitive Relevancy Analysis
Interprocedural Program Analysis by Weighted Pushdown
Model Checking

Deﬁnition 1. A pushdown system P = (Q, Γ, Δ, q0 , w0 ) is a pushdown automaton regardless of input, where Q is a ﬁnite set of states called control locations, and Γ is a ﬁnite set of stack alphabet, and Δ ⊆ Q×Γ ×Q×Γ ∗ is a ﬁnite set
of transition rules, and q0 ∈ Q and w0 ∈ Γ ∗ are the initial control location and
stack contents respectively. We denote the transition rule ((q1 , w1 ), (q2 , w2 )) ∈ Δ
by q1 , w1  → q2 , w2 . A conﬁguration of P is a pair q, w, where q ∈ Q and
w ∈ Γ ∗ . Δ deﬁnes the transition relation ⇒ between pushdown conﬁgurations
such that if p, γ → q, ω, then p, γω   ⇒ q, ωω  , for all ω  ∈ Γ ∗ .
A pushdown system is a transition system with a ﬁnite set of control states and
an unbounded stack. A weighted pushdown system extends a pushdown system
by associating a weight to each transition rule. The weights come from a bounded
idempotent semiring.
Deﬁnition 2. A bounded idempotent semiring S = (D, ⊕, ⊗, 0, 1) consists
of a set D (0, 1 ∈ D) and two binary operations ⊕ and ⊗ on D such that
1. (D, ⊕) is a commutative monoid with 0 as its neutral element, and ⊕ is
idempotent, i.e., a ⊕ a = a for a ∈ D;
2. (D, ⊗) is a monoid with 1 as the neutral element;
3. ⊗ distributes over ⊕. That is, ∀a, b, c ∈ D, a ⊗ (b ⊕ c) = (a ⊗ b) ⊕ (a ⊗ c)
and (a ⊕ b) ⊗ c = (a ⊗ c) ⊕ (b ⊗ c);
4. ∀a ∈ D, a ⊗ 0 = 0 ⊗ a = 0;
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5. The partial ordering is deﬁned on D such that ∀a, b ∈ D, a
and there are no inﬁnite descending chains on D wrt .
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b iﬀ a⊕b = a,

Remark 1. As stated in Section 4.4 in [5], the distributivity of ⊕ can be loosened
to a ⊗ (b ⊕ c) (a ⊗ b) ⊕ (a ⊗ c) and (a ⊕ b) ⊗ c (a ⊗ c) ⊕ (b ⊗ c).
Deﬁnition 3. A weighted pushdown system is a triple W = (P, S, f), where
P = (Q, Γ, Δ, q0 , w0 ) is a pushdown system, S = (D, ⊕, ⊗, 0, 1) is a bounded
idempotent semiring, and f : Δ → D is a function that assigns a value from D
to each rule of P.
Deﬁnition 4. Consider a weighted pushdown system W = (P, S, f), where P =
(Q, Γ, Δ, q0 , w0 ) is a pushdown system, and S = (D, ⊕, ⊗, 0, 1) is a bounded idempotent semiring. Assume σ = [r0 , ..., rk ] to be a sequence of pushdown transition
rules, where ri ∈ Δ(0 ≤ i ≤ k), and v(σ) = f (r0 ) ⊗ ... ⊗ f (rk ). Let path(c,c )
be the set of all rule sequences that transform conﬁgurations from c into c . Let
C ⊆ Q × Γ ∗ be a set of regular conﬁgurations. The generalized pushdown
reachability problem(GPR) is to ﬁnd for each c ∈ Q × Γ ∗ :
δ(c) =



{v(σ)|σ ∈ path(c, c ), c ∈ C}

Eﬃcient algorithms for solving GPR are developed based on the property that
the regular set of pushdown conﬁgurations is closed under forward and backward reachability [5]. There are two oﬀ-the-shelf implementations of weighted
pushdown model checking algorithms, Weighted PDS Library1 , and WPDS+2 .
We apply the former as the back-end analysis engine for relevancy analysis.
The GPR can be easily extended to answer the“meet-over-all-valid-paths”
program analysis problem MOVP(EntryPoints, TargetPoints), which intends to
conservatively approximate properties of memory conﬁgurations at given program execution points (represented as TargetPoints) induced by all possible execution paths leading from program entry points (represented as EntryPoints).
A valid path here satisﬁes the requirement that a procedure always exactly returns to the most recent call site in the analysis. The encoding of a program into
a weighted PDS in a (ﬂow-sensitive) program analysis [5] typically models program variables as control locations and program execution points (equivalently,
line numbers) as stack alphabet. The weighted domain is designed as follows:
– A weight function represents the data ﬂow changes for each program execution step, such as transfer functions;
– f ⊕ g represents the merging of data ﬂow at the meet of two control ﬂows;
– f ⊗ g represents the composition of two sequential control ﬂows;
– 1 implies that an execution step does not change each datum; and
– 0 implies that the program execution is interrupted by an error.
1
2

http://www.fmi.uni-stuttgart.de/szs/tools/wpds/
http://www.cs.wisc.edu/wpis/wpds++/
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Moreover, assume a Galois connection (L, α, γ, M ) between the concrete domain
L and the abstract domain M , and a monotone function space Fl : L → L.
Taking weight functions from the monotone function space Fm : M → M deﬁned
as Fm = {fm | fm ⊇ α ◦ fl ◦ γ, fl ∈ Fl }, a sound analysis based on weighted
pushdown systems can be ensured according to abstract interpretation.
2.2

PER-Based Abstraction and Relevancy Analysis Infrastructure

For program veriﬁcation at source code level, it is a well understood methodology
that program analysis can be regarded as model checking of abstract interpretation [7] on an intermediate representation (IR) of the target program. Our RA
is designed and implemented as weighted pushdown model checking following
this methodology.
The infrastructure of our RA is shown in Figure 2, with a soot3 compiler
as the front-end preprocessor and the Weighted PDS Library as the back-end
model checking engine. The analysis starts oﬀ preprocessing by soot from Java
to Jimple [8], which is a typed three-address intermediate representation of Java.
In the meantime, points-to Analysis (PTA) is performed and thus a call graph
is constructed. After preprocessing, Jimple codes are abstracted and modeled
into a weighted PDS, and the generated model is ﬁnally checked by calling the
Weighted PDS Library. The set of symbolic variables is detected and output into
an XML ﬁle for later use by the code instrumenter.
We choose Jimple as our target language since its language constructs are
much simpler than those of either Java source code or Java Bytecode. Although
the choice of PTA is independent of RA, the precision of RA depends on the precision of PTA, in that (i) call graph construction and PTA are mutually dependent due to dynamic method dispatch; and (ii) a precise modelling on instance
ﬁelds (a.k.a., ﬁeld-sensitivity [9]), array references, and containers (Section 4.3)
depends on PTA to cast aliasing.
The objective of our relevancy analysis is to compute the set of program
variables of interested type that are relevant to any designated variables that
are meant to be symbolic. We mark a variable as relevant if it can store symbolic
values at run-time. Our relevancy analysis is leveraged from an interprocedural
irrelevant code elimination [10]. The idea is that, if the change of a value does
not aﬀect the value of outputs, we regard it as irrelevant, and relevant otherwise.
The weighted domain for this analysis is constructed on a 2-point abstract
domain L (Deﬁnition 5) based on a partial equivalence relation (PER). A PER
on a set S is a transitive and symmetric relation S × S. It is easy to see that
γ l is a PER for all l ∈ L. Our relevancy analysis works with an interpretation
on L as follows: any is interpreted as any values, and id is interpreted as ﬁxed
values. Designating a seed variable x to be any in a program, a variable y is
relevant to x if its value can be any at run-time.
Deﬁnition 5. Deﬁne the 2-point abstract domain L as L = {any, id}, with
the ordering any ⊃ id. Taking the concrete domain D as integers or other data
3

http://www.sable.mcgill.ca/soot/
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Fig. 2. The Analysis Infrastructure

sets of interest, the concretization γ of L is deﬁned as γ any = {(x, y) | x, y ∈
D}, γ id = {(x, x) | x ∈ D}.
Deﬁnition 6. Deﬁne a set of transfer functions F : L → L as
F = {λx.x, λx.any, λx.id | x ∈ L}
Let f0 = λx.any, f1 = λx.x, and f2 = λx.id. We have ∀x ∈ L, f0 x ⊃
f1 x and f1 x ⊃ f2 x. Thus, F is a monotone function space with the ordering
f0  f1  f2 , where f  f  iﬀ ∀x ∈ L, f x ⊃ f  x. The weighted domain in our
analysis thus consists of F plus 0 element, and binary operations over weights
are correspondingly induced by the ordering .

3
3.1

Modelling Java Programs
Building the Weighted Dependence Graph

Provided with a Java points-to analyzer, the analysis ﬁrst builds a weighted
dependence graph (WDG), a directed and labelled graph G = (N, L, ). The
WDG is then encoded as the underlying weighted pushdown system for model
checking. Let Var denote the set of program variables of interested type which
consist of local variables and ﬁeld or array references, and let ProS denote the
set of method identiﬁers which is identiﬁed as a pair of class names and method
signatures. N ⊆ Var × ProS is a set of nodes and each of them represents a
program variable and the method where it resides. L ⊆ F is a set of labels,
and ⊆ N × L × N is a set of directed and labelled edges that represent some
l
dependence among variables regarding the changes of data ﬂow. By v1  v2 , we
mean that there is a data ﬂow from v1 to v2 represented by a weight l. A WDG
can be regarded as an instance of the exploded supergraph [11].
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Let Stmt be the set of Jimple statements and let P be the powerset operator.
An evaluation function A[[ ]] : Stmt → P(), which models Jimple statements
(from a method f ∈ ProS) into edges in G, is given in Table 1, where
– GlobVar (⊆ Var) denotes the set of static ﬁelds and instance ﬁelds, as well
as array references, in the analysis after casting aliasing;
– env (∈ GlobVar) denotes the program environment that allocates new memories; SymVal and ConstVal denotes symbolic values and program constants
respectively; binop denotes binary operators;
– pta(r, cc) (cc ∈ CallingContexts(f )) denotes points-to analysis on a reference variable r with respect to calling contexts cc, and CallingContexts(f )
represents the calling contexts of a method f where r resides;
– [[o]] (o ∈ pta(r)) denotes the unique representative of array members r[i]
after calling points-to analysis on the base variable r;
– rp(∈ RetP) is a return point associated with a method invocation. Return
points denoted by RetP are introduced in addition to method identiﬁers, so
that each method invocation is assigned with a unique return point;


– fret
(resp. farg
) is a variable that denotes a return value (resp. the i-th
i
parameter) of the method f  ∈ ProS.
λx.any models that env assigns symbolic values to seed variables; λx.id models
that env assigns variables with program constants; λx.x models that a data ﬂow
is kept unchanged. For readability, the label λx.x (on ) is omitted in the table.
Our analysis is context-sensitive by encoding the program as a pushdown
system, and thus calling contexts that can be inﬁnite are approximated as regular
pushdown conﬁgurations. A WDG G is encoded into a Weighted PDS as follows,
Table 1. Rules for Building the Weighted Dependence Graph
λ.any

A[[x = SymVal]] = {(env, f )  (x, f )}
λ.id

A[[x = ConstVal]] = {(env, f )  (x, f )}
A[[x = y]] = {(y, f )  (x, f )}
A[[z = x binop y]] = {(x, f )  (z, f ), (y, f )  (z, f )}
A[[x = r[n]]] = {([[o]], f )  (x, f ) | o ∈ pta(r, cc)}
A[[r[n] = x]] = {(x, f )  ([[o]], f ) | o ∈ pta(r, cc)}
A[[x = r.g]] = {(o.g, f )  (x, f ) | o ∈ pta(r, cc)}
A[[r.g = x]] = {(x, f )  (o.g, f ) | o ∈ pta(r, cc)}
A[[x = lengthof r]] = {(o.len, f )  (x, f ) | o ∈ pta(r, cc)}
A[[r = newarray RefType [x]]] = {(x, f )  (o.len, f ) | o ∈ pta(r, cc)}
A[[return x]] = {(x, f )  (fret , f )}
A[[x := @parameterk : Type]] = {(fargk , f )  (x, f )}
A[[x := (T ype)y]] = {(y, f )  (x, f )}
A[[z = x.f  (m1 , ..., ml , ml+1 , ...mn )]] =



, f  ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ l} ∪ {(fret
, f  )  (fret
, rp)}
{(mi , f )  (farg
i


∪ {(fret , rp)  (z, f )} ∪ {(v, f )  (v, f ) | v ∈ GlobVar}
∪ {(v, f  )  (v, rp) | v ∈ GlobVar} ∪ {(v, rp)  (v, f ) | v ∈ GlobVar}
where mi (1 ≤ i ≤ l) are variables of interested type, and cc ∈ CallingContexts(f ).
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The set of control locations is the ﬁrst projection of N (⊆ Var);
The stack alphabet is ProS ∪ RetP;
The weighted domain is the set of labels L;
l
Let (v1 , f1 )  (v2 , f2 ) ∈ E for l ∈ L such that
• v1 , f1  → v2 , f2  if f1 = f2 ,
• v1 , f1  → v2 , f2 fr  if the method f1 calls f2 with fr designated as the
return point, and
• v1 , f1  → v2 ,  if f2 ∈ RetP.

Our analysis is also ﬁeld-sensitive, so that not only diﬀerent instance ﬁelds of
an object are distinguished (otherwise called ﬁeld-based analysis), but also are
instance ﬁelds that belong to diﬀerent objects (otherwise called ﬁeld-insensitive
analysis). Note that array references are treated similarly as instance ﬁelds. The
abstraction we take is to ignore the indices of arrays, such that members of an
array are not distinguished. Both ﬁeld and array references can be nested, and
we choose to avoid tracking such a nesting in the analysis by cast aliasing on
their base variables with calling a points-to analysis.
Considering eﬃciency, we perform a ﬂow-insensitive analysis, i.e., each method
is regarded as a set of instructions by ignoring their execution order. Note that
soot compiles Jimple in a SSA-like (Static Single Assignment) form. When a program is in the SSA-like form, a ﬂow-insensitive analysis on it is expected to enjoy
a similar precision of that of a ﬂow-sensitive analysis [9], except that, in a ﬂowinsensitive analysis, the return points of call sites also shrink to the nodes (i.e.,
methods) of the call graph. Thus, calling contexts of a method that is multiply
invoked from one method are indistinguishable due to sharing the same return
points. We remedy such a precession loss by associating a unique return point
with each invocation site.
Deﬁnition 7. Assume that the program under investigation starts with the entry point ep ∈ ProS. Our relevancy analysis on a variable v ∈ Var that resides
in the method s ∈ ProS computes ra(v, m) = MOVP(S, T), where S = env, ep
and T = v, m.(RetP)∗ . v is marked as relevant if and only if ra(v, m) returns
λx.any.
Remark 2. To compute MOVP(S, T), our analysis calls the Weighted PDS Library
to (i) ﬁrst construct a weighted automaton that recognizes all pushdown conﬁgurations reachable from S; and (ii) then read out weights associated with
pushdown conﬁgurations from T with respect to the variables of interest. The
latter phase seems not to be a dominant factor in practice, and the time complexity of the former is O(m n2 ), where m is the number of variables and n is
the program size (Lemma 1 in [12]).
Remark 3. We are interested in variables of primite type, strings, and the classes
explicitly modelled (Appendix A) in the analysis. An array is regarded as symbolic if its unique representative is detected as symbolic by the analysis. Since
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0.public class Driver {
1. public static void main (String[] args){
2.
int s = Symbolic.int();
3.
Limit a = new Limit(s);
4.
Limit b = new Limit(5);
5.
int c = b.IncL(s);
6.
int d = b.IncL(5);
7.
int p = a.GetL();
8.
int q = b.GetL();
9. }
10.}
Fig. 3. A Java Code Fragment

Fig. 4. The WDG for lines 3-4, 5-6

our analysis is ﬁeld-sensitive, an instance ﬁeld f of a class is regarded as symbolic, if it is detected as symbolic when belonging to any instance o of this class,
i.e., when o.f is detected as symbolic.
3.2

Precision Enhancement by Reﬁned Modelling on Globals

A typical approach to perform context-sensitive analysis is based on contextcloning. In such methods, program entities, such as methods and local variables,
typically have a separate copy for diﬀerent calling contexts. Since possible calling contexts can be inﬁnite due to recursions, this inﬁnity is often bounded by
limiting the call depth within which the precision is preserved (like k -CFA analysis [13]) or by performing context-insensitive analysis on all the procedure calls
involved in any recursions [14]. In contrast, our approach to context-sensitivity
is based on context-stacking. That is, the inﬁnite program control structures are
modelled by the pushdown stack with no limit on recursions and procedure calls.
The context-stacking-based approach has an advantage over the context-cloningbased approach when there are deep procedure calls, or when a large number of
procedures is involved in various recursions in the program. However, in some
cases, it can be less precise than the context-cloning-based analysis.
Example 1. Suppose the int s is designated as symbolic (by the assignment of
Symbolic.int ()) in the Java code fragment in Fig. 3 that uses class Limit in Fig. 1.
For the driver, variables c and p are symbolic, but variables d and q are not.
Assume the heap objects allocated at lines 3 and 4 are respectively O1 and
O2 . Fig. 4 shows part of the WDG corresponding to lines 3-4 and 5-6. Each
dotted circle demarcates a method. There are two kinds of nodes identiﬁed by
variable names: circles for local variables and rectangles for global variables, such
as instance ﬁelds and array references. Dashed edges are induced by the method
invocation at line 6, which is to be distinguished from the method invocation
at line 5. Return points for method invocations at lines 5 and 6 are represented
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Table 2. Reﬁned Modelling on Globals
A[[x = r[n]]] = {(([[o]], cc), f )  (x, f ) | o ∈ pta(r, cc), cc ∈ CallingContexts(f )}
A[[z = x.f  (m1 , ..., ml , ml+1 , ...mn )]] =




, f  ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ l} ∪ {(fret
, f  )  (fret
, rp)} ∪ {(fret
, rp)  (z, f )}
{(mi , f )  (farg
i


∪ {((v, cc), f )  ((v, cc ), f ) | v ∈ GlobVar, cc ∈ CallingContexts(f ),
cc ∈ CallingContexts(f  )}


∪ {((v, cc ), f )  ((v, rp), rp) | v ∈ GlobVar, cc ∈ CallingContexts(f  )}
∪ {((v, rp), rp)  ((v, cc), f ) | v ∈ GlobVar, cc ∈ CallingContexts(f )}
where mi (1 ≤ i ≤ l) are variables of concerned type.

Fig. 5. The WDG for lines 2-4, 7-8

Fig. 6. Fig.5 with Reﬁned Modeling

as triangles, and named r1 and r2 respectively. The variable ret represents the
return value of IncL(). Our analysis can precisely distinguish that c and d are
returned from two invocations on the same method, and only c is relevant to s.
However, the analysis cannot correctly conclude that q can only store concrete
values at run-time, whereas this case can be handled by the 1-CFA contextsensitive approach based on context-cloning. Fig. 5 shows part of the WDG corresponding to lines 3-4 and 7-8, where dashed edges are induced by the method
invocation at line 6, and for readability, return points for line 7 and 8 are omitted
in the ﬁgure. GetL() are invoked on objects O1 and O2 respectively from line 7
and 8, and instance ﬁelds of both O1 .v and O2 .v can ﬂow to ret under two calling
contexts. However, since the pushdown transition only depends on the control
location (i.e., variable) and the topmost stack symbol (i.e., the method where
the variable presently resides), the pushdown transitions are incapable of distinguishing under which calling contexts a global variable (∈ GlobVar) ﬂows into
a method. Therefore, pushdown transitions that model edges e1 and e2 cannot
distinguish invocations from lines 7 and 8.
To remedy a precision, our choice is to reﬁne modelling on global variables
from GlobVar to avoid an invalid data ﬂow. Such an extension is obtained by
modifying rules from Table 1 in which global variables are involved. Table 2 shows
some of the extensions on array references and method invocations. Assume that
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the calling context of main() is C0 , the calling contexts of GetL() are C1 and
C2 , and that the calling contexts of Limit(int x) are C3 and C4 . Fig. 6 shows the
reﬁned version of the WDG shown in Fig. 5. Note that the precision of reﬁned
modelling closely depends on that of the underlying context-sensitive points-to
analysis.

4
4.1

Evaluations
Conﬁguration of the Evaluation Steps

Our evaluation of checking safety properties of Java web applications through
symbolic execution generally consists of the following steps:
– Environment Generation: Since model checking techniques require a
closed system to run on, the ﬁrst step is to convert a heterogeneous web
application that uses various components into a closed Java program. This
process is known as environment generation [15], which decomposes web
applications into the module that is typically the middle tier of web applications, which comprises the business logic and the environment with
which the module interacts with. The environment is further abstracted into
drivers from Java classes that hold a thread of control and stubs from the
rest of Java classes and components of the application. After this step, all
the applications consist of a driver ﬁle that provides all input values to the
application. Typically, these values are provided by a user using forms in a
webpage. The back-end database is abstracted as a series of stubs that use a
two-dimentional table structure, and also to store the input data if needed.
– Property Speciﬁcation: Once the model is generated, some speciﬁc input
values in the drivers are made to be symbolic quantities, such as values of
integer, ﬂoat, Boolean, or String. For example, if the requirement is that
the shopping cart total must be the product of the item price and the item
quantity speciﬁed by the user, then the item price, quantity, and cart-total
are made to be symbolic entities. Sometimes this can be achieved using
the input variables in the driver only. However, sometimes this also means
changing the database stubs for inputs that were stored in the database (such
as item price). The requirement is further inserted as an assertion comprising
the symbolic entities and placed in an appropriate location in the program.
– Code instrumentation: The program is thus instrumented using a code
instrumenter that replaces java codes that use concrete values with the counterparts that can handle symbolic values. For this purpose, extensive libraries
have been developed that can handle symbolic integer, symbolic ﬂoat, symbolic Boolean, etc.. The instrumenter uses the relevancy analysis to pinpoint
the portions of the program that are required to tackle symbolic entities. The
results of the relevancy analysis are conveyed as series of classes, methods,
parameters, and variables to the instrumenter in an XML ﬁle.
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– Symbolic program model checking: Finally, once the instrumentation
phase is completed, a state-based model checker is used to check safety properties of interest. The symbolic libraries create a system of equations with
the symbolic variables, whenever those variables are manipulated. At each
control point that consists of symbolic variables, an oﬀ-the-shelf decision
procedure is invoked to check whether the system of equations is satisﬁable.
If not, the exploration is terminated along that path. An assertion containing
symbolic variables is inserted into the program at an appropriate point to
check for the negation of the property being checked. When the assertion is
hit, a solution to the equations points to the existence of a counterexample
or bug. If there are no solutions, then the requirement holds.
4.2

Experimental Results

Our experimental platform is built upon JPF at the University of Texas at
Austin. The targets of our experiments are Java applications as shown in Table 3.
Note that these numbers reﬂect the size of the generated Java model. The original
application is usually much larger since it is heterogeneous and consists of HTML
pages, JSP code, some database code, etc.. It is extremely diﬃcult to estimate
the exact size of the original application.
Table 3. Benchmark Statistics
Application
Description
#classes #lines
WebStore
Simple Web E-store
6
410
DB-Merge
Database Application
26
706
Petstore
SUN’s J2EE Sample App. 752 23,701

We now discuss the eﬃciency issues of this whole exercise. Table 4 shows the
CPU times (in seconds) for various parts of the process by comparing symbolic
execution with blind instrumentation and symbolic execution with RA-based
instrumentation. The underlying points-to analysis of the relevancy analysis is
provided by soot, which is 0-CFA context-insensitive analysis with call graph
constructed on-the-ﬂy. Since symbolic execution is computationally expensive,
it was impractical to check all symbolic inputs in one pass for large-scale applications. As a result various symbolic execution instances of the same application
were created based on the requirement that was being checked. As shown in the
Table, multiple properties over symbolic variables are checked in separate passes.
Therefore, although the soot PTA phase is one of the dominant factors in the
execution time, it has been reused across all these requirements for a particular
application as only some diﬀerent set of variables are marked as symbolic in the
program in each instance. Thus this analysis comprises of an one-time cost and
is amortized across all the requirements that are checked. Typically hundreds
of requirements need to be checked for a medium size application. Hence, this
time has not been included in the overall CPU runtimes. Moreover, note that
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Table 4. Performance of symbolic execution with instrumenter using static analysis

App.
Prop. Blind
Program
Instr.
WebStore Prop.1 6.2
Prop.2 6.2
DB-Merge Prop.1 3.1
Petstore Prop.1 36.9
Prop.2 38.1
Prop.3 39.2

Instrumentation
SECK Total
1.9
8.1
2.9
9.1
10.5
13.6
259.2 296.1
593.6 631.7
2566.2 2605.4

RA based Instrumentation
PTA RA Instr. SECK Total
509 0.8 2.0
1.9
4.7
0.9 2.0
2.8
5.7
523 0.6 2.1
9.4
12.1
575 1.2 4.8 109.4 115.4
1.1 5.1 319.9 326.1
1.2 5.4 1053.6 1060.2

RT

CR

42%
37%
11%
61%
48%
59%

43%
41%
19%
16%
16%
17%

Prop.: property being checked
Instr.: time for code instrumentation
PTA: time for points-to analysis
RA: time for relevancy analysis
Total: time for both Instr. and SECK
RT: percentage of runtime improvement
SECK: time for symbolic execution of requirement checking
CR:
percentage of the reduction on the instrumented code size
All time above are measured in seconds

the Soot PTA time is relatively large even for small examples like WebStore and
does not increase that much for the larger example. This is due to its analysis
of many Java library classes used by the example which dominate the runtime.
These library analysis results can be cached and reused not only across diﬀerent requirements in the same application but across diﬀerent applications that
use the same libraries. This will reduce the PTA overhead even further. We can
observe that there is an average gain in overall runtime as well as reduction
in instrumented code size due to the static analysis phase. The CPU time improvement can be as high as 61% for larger examples. This can only grow as
the number and inﬂuence of symbolic inputs become smaller compared to the
overall application size. The CPU times are for a 1.8Ghz dual core Opteron
machine running the Redhat Linux operating system and having a memory
of 4GB.

5

Related Work

Symbolic execution for model checking of Java programs has been proposed in
[3]. However, it is well known that symbolic execution is computationally expensive and eﬀorts have been made to reduce its complexity by abstracting out
library classes [16]. A framework for type inference and subsequent program
transformation for symbolic execution is proposed in [17] which allows multiple user-deﬁned abstractions. Execution of a transformed program for symbolic
execution has been used in several approaches. In most of those approaches,
the whole program is transformed akin to our blind instrumentation technique
[18], [19]. In [20], the performance of symbolic execution is enhanced by randomly concretizing some symbolic variables at the cost of coverage. Instead of
transforming the source code, an enhanced Java virtual machine is used to symbolically execute code in [2].
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The approach in [21] is closely related to this work. However, the focus of
that paper is precise instrumentation through static analysis whereas the focus
of this work is on performance enhancements through the static analysis phase.
Approaches adopted in [21] and this work consider two streams of performing
context-sensitive program analysis, i.e., context-cloning vs. context-stacking. The
analysis in [21] borrows ideas and algorithms from points-to analysis, e.g., the
match of ﬁeld read and write operations are formalized as a CFL (Context Free
Language)-reachability problem. Their approach to context-sensitivity is based
on context-cloning following [14] and the k-CFA approach to handle procedural
calls, whereas our analysis based on pushdown system complemented with the
reﬁned modelling on globals can reach a higher precision due to the absence
of restriction on recursions and call depth. Note that we cannot compare our
work with [21] as neither the tool described in that work or the versions of the
example programs used there are in the public domain. No performance statistics
are mentioned in that paper.

6

Conclusions

We formalized a context-sensitive, ﬁeld-sensitive and ﬂow-insensitive relevancy
analysis as weighted pushdown model checking, to help the symbolic execution
technique scale to realistic Java applications. Our analysis was used as a preprocessing step of symbolic execution, which helps in identifying relevant sections
of a program where symbolic values can ﬂow into.
We evaluated the methodology on the generalized symbolic execution platform, built upon JPF at the Univiersity of Texas at Austin. Though the dominant overhead of this methodology is the PTA phase, the results of PTA can be
cached and reused. Experimental results indicate that, as the program size increases,, the performance gains obtained from the symbolic execution phase far
outweigh the overhead of analysis and thus produce a signiﬁcant gain in overall
performance. Moreover, the symbolic programs thus obtained are much smaller
than the ones obtained by blind transformation, which avoids running out of
memory during symbolic execution.
The precision and scalability of the relevancy analysis is closely related to
that of the underlying points-to analysis. Currently, we performed a 0-CFA
context-insensitive on-the-ﬂy points-to analysis provided by Soot. In this work,
we limit our focus to the performance improvement of symbolic execution. We
are planning to apply a context-sensitive points-to analysis based on weighted
pushdown model checking, to see the room of precision enhancement. Pointsto analysis on Java web applications is expensive since, even for a small web
application, the libraries of the web applications are huge and easily reach millions of lines. Thus, more sophisticated treatments for analyzing libraries are
expected. Another interesting direction is that our relevancy analysis can be regarded as an instance of the traditional taint-style analysis, thus it is applicable
to other application scenarios such as security vulnerability check on Java web
applications [22].
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A

Application-Oriented Modelling for Eﬃciency

It is often intractable and unnecessary to explore the whole Java libraries. We
hence propose application-oriented explicit modelling on some popular Java libraries, such as containers and strings for better eﬃciency.
Container , such as HashMap, vectors and trees, is widely used in Java web applications, to store and fetch event attributes. A precise analysis on containers
is nontrivial, since the capacity (or the index space) of containers can be unbounded. Our treatment on containers is inspired by the treatment on instance
ﬁelds, based on the insight that keys of containers can be regarded as ﬁelds of
class instances. Compared with modelling on instance ﬁelds, the modelling on
containers diﬀers in that keys of containers can be either string constants or
more often reference variables. Therefore, both containers and keys need to be
cast back to heap objects by calling points-to analysis. Table 5 gives rules of
modelling Map containers. As shown in Table 5, the key of a map is bound with
its corresponding value by the put and get methods. The pair of containers and
keys are treated as variables from GlobVar when building the WDG. In particular, a Map container is marked as symbolic if there is any symbolic value put
into or any symbolic key taken from it.
Strings. are also heavily used in Java web applications. For instance, the keys
and values of containers are usually of type String. The space of string values is
generally inﬁnite, and to conduct a precise string analysis [23] will put too much
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Table 5. Application-oriented Modelling

Map Container :
A[[map.put(key, value)]]={(value, f )  (om .ok , f ) | om ∈ pta(map), ok ∈ pta(key)}
A[[value = map.get(key)]]={(om .ok , f )  (value, f ) | om ∈ pta(map), ok ∈ pta(key)}
java.lang.String, java.lang.StringBuﬀer :
A[[str.getBytes(m0 , m1 , m2 , m3 )]] = A[[str.getChars(m0 , m1 , m2 , m3 )]]
= {(mi , f )  (m2 , f ) | 0 ≤ i ≤ 3 and i = 2} ∪ {(str, f )  (m2 , f )}
A[[strbuffer.getChars(m0 , m1 , m2 , m3 )]]
= {(mi , f )  (m2 , f ) | 0 ≤ i ≤ 3 and i = 2} ∪ {(strbuffer, f )  (m2 , f )}

overhead on the static analysis phase. However, we are only interested in the
relevancy relationship among string variables. In our analysis, string constants
that syntactically appear in the program (and are thus essentially bounded)
are considered as distinguished string instances. Java library methods related to
strings, i.e., java.lang.String, java.lang.StringBuffer are explicitly modelled. They fall into the following categories: (1) The receiver object is relevant
to all arguments for a constructor; (2) The return value, if any, is relevant to all
method arguments, as well as the receiver object, if any. Table 5 also shows a
few of examples that require speciﬁc treatments.

